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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE

The UNDP Representative Lucy
Elunda was present at the Lecture
representing our donors

WHAT IS TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE?

Funded by

The pictures above show one of the facilitators explaining the
content of Chapter 5 of the revitalized peace agreement. With
the use of Videos from previous case where Transitional Justice was successfully attained. The facilitator was able to make
the participants understand that for transitional justice to be
achieved, both the perpetrators and the victims must have the
will to forget the past and forge a new future and those whose
lost properties need to be taken into consideration and other
aspects. In otherwords people need mental preparation first.

Mr. Odhiambo Frederick
The main facilitator of
the lecture

The Director General for Local
governement Western Equatoria
State Mr. Benjamin Kamanda Gayos
was our Guest of Honour

REACTIONS OF PARTICIPANTS
After more than three decades of war, the People of South Sudan, managed to
reach a Revitalized Peace Agreement in 2018 and because attainining sustainable
and true peace after decades of war is a process, one of the steps to attained this
much wanted sustainable peace is Transitional Justice which is enshrined in chapter 5 of Revitalized Peace Agreement 2018 of the Republic of South Sudan. However, the biggest percentage of the citizens have never understood exactly what
chapter 5 actually contains. Rural Develpment Action Aid(RDAA) in its bid to fill
gaps in development decided to assist the governement in equiping the citizens of
Yambio with the knowledge about chapter 5 of the Revitalized peace agreement.
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In their reactions, the particpants commended RDAA for the wonderful initiative to
educate them about transitional justice and
request this doesn’t end here but
spread all over W.E.S. However,
they sited the lack of political
will by the government to implement Chapter 5 but hopped
that the government speeds up
the necessary arrangment for
this to be attained.
Pictures show participants making their
contribution

